EXPANDING ROLE: Cytotechnologists are

being called on to provide their expertise
for collecting and interpreting samples and
results outside their normal scope.

"Cytology is different from other laboratory positions in this sense: you take in
informatiory the puzzle pieces if you will,
and come up with solutions (i.e., diagnoses)

from incorporating the entire picture of
these pieces (i.e., clinical information and
morphologic interpretation),, she added.
"You create your own interpretation and
interact and assist the pathologists with
the final diagnosis."

Timahnie Ames, CT(ASCp), senior staff

cytotechnologis! Incyte pathology,

Spo_

kane W4 and ASCT Region One regional
director, pointed.out how cytotechnologists work closely with pathologists pro_
viding ehrly detection of life-threatening
conditions, helping patients get treatmen-t
in a timely and life-saving manner.

Diversification

hrlystery Diagnosis
Puzzling through interpretations, serving
patients and tackling new technologies keep

cytotechnologists engaged.
ytology is truly

field where you
can faithfully use the phrase,
"you learn something new every
Yday," according to Nick Hoover,
a

L I (ASLI'), senior cytotechnologist,
CT(ASCP),
cvtotechnolooisr
Brigham and Women's Hospital Department of Cytopathology, Boston. ,,I never
feel there is a repetitious or dull day in
this field," he totd ADVANCE. Cytologists
spend their time looking at such a variety
of specimens that each case can be a chal_

lenging puzzle. Vivian pijuan:IhompsorL
PhD CT(ASCP), assistant professoi and
Cytotechnology Program director, The

University of

,.A.labama

at Birmingham;

and ASCT Region Four regional director,

u, Kerri Hatt

said each case is a mystery that needs to
be soived. "I love the fact that cytology has
become very dynamic and enjoy learn_
ing about the new technologies and their
applications," she noted.
For Susan Warren" SCT(ASCp) CT(ASCP)

(IAC) charge cytotechnologisf Fletcher
Allen Heaith Care, Buriington, V! the best
part of working in cytology is the indepen_
dence, the focus and concentration needed,

as well as the application of well_defined
criteria to come up with a diagnosis.

A Final Product
Cytologists have tremendous input into a
finai product: a cliagnosis, Warien noted.

In addition to shaping the prevention and
treatment of disease for many patients,
cytology professionals earn comfortable
saiaries and benefits. Working with the
pathology team affords a certain amount

of independence to cytologists, which
opens up multipie avenues for growth,
depending on one's strengths and interests, Warren expressed.

Cytotechs can move into management
cytology superviso4. anatomic"pathology manager), academia (e.g" education
coordinator, professor) research, quaiity
assurance or private industry (e.g., equip_
ment sales, applications). The technical
advances have allowed the fietd to evolve
(e.g.,

tremendously, opening up many facets
to the profession, allowing cytoiogists

to diversify more than ever, Dr. piiuanThompson added.
Indeed, Hoover focuses on cytoprepara_
tion management and has recently started
cross training as a cytogenetics techni_
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cian; while Dr. Pijuan-Thompson uses
her training to research disease processes

o
o

causing brain tumors and cervical cancer.
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SPREADING KNOWT_EDGE: Susan Warren,
SCT(ASCP), CT(AScp), (tAC), educates local

cytotechnologists about staining pap smears
in Matagalpa, Nicaragua.

Additionally, cyto professionals can work
in a host of different settings, from private
labs, to academic medical centers, commu-

nity hospitals or research {acilities.
Cytology will always be important to
healthcare, Ames stressed, so professionals in the field enjoy the iob security of a

lasting industry. Additionally, cytollgists
have a strong support system, Ames noted,

through groups like the American Society for Cytotechnoiogy and the American
Society of Cytopathology. ,,The national
organizations for cytology do wonderful

things to heip the cytology community
through work with continuing education,
current events in our field, information
about meeting, schooling and what is
happening with legislative issues.,,
Taking an Active Role
Keepingup is important in such a dynamic
field which is undergoing man1, changes
as the result of new technologies, from
automated screening devices, to florescent

hybridization testing; and breakthroughE
including the HPV vaccination.
Predicting where the field will go in
the future can be difficult, a, mu.ry Jf the
technologies in place today didn;t seem
possible 10 years ago, Ames said. How_
ever, the core focus remains diagnosis,
and cytotechs are flexible enough to inte_
grate new developments to improve and
complement patjent care.

While new technologies are moving
the field toward a broader base involving

molecular diagnostics, genetics, persbnai

medicine and automated assisted diag_

nosing, Hoover believes the glass slide,
accompanied by human knowledge and
interpretatiory will remain the moJt integral part of cytology.
"In my opinion, it is an exciting time to
be involved in cytology as a cytotechnolo_
gist " he said. "We have the opportunity
to become even more exact in our diag_

Write for

Us

ADVANCE accepts original articles by members of the lab field, professional writers
and members of related healthiare profes_
sions that have not already been submitted

nosis with the assistance of molecula'r

techniques and genetics. We also have
the opportunity to use new engineering
advances to become more efficient and
cost effective.'. However, he cautioned

to other publications. All technical material
is reviewed by an editorial consultant prior
to acceptance. Once accepted, articles be_
come property of ADVANCE and cannot be
reproduced elsewhere without permisiion.

cytotechnologists must take an active role
to embrace new technology and develop

Subject Matter

their careers to prevent being left behind.
Using molecular diagnostics to hone,
specify and complement the morpho_
logic features of cytopathology will lead
to new and improved treatments, Warren
predicted, and focusing on areas such as
circulating tumor tell analysis will helo

ADVANCE welcomes article submissions in

the following areas:
E review articles summarizing published
literature and clinical application of
interesting or unusual diagnostics;

F

5

pl-rysicians target.therapies not only to specific types of canceq, but also to specific cel_
lular and molecular sites for these targeted
therapies. These developments couljlead
to treatments which are more effective, yet

articles about newand innovarrve aoproaches to clinical diagnostics;
case studies detailing implementation
a new product or technique;

of

E afticles related to total quality manage_

ment point-of-care testing, current man.
agement trends, laboratory marketing
and regulatory and safety issues;
I.articles specific to any laboratory
specialty area, such as hematology,
cytology, histology, chemistry, blood
banking, genetics, molecular diagnostics,
microbiology, ph lebotomy and infectious

Iess toxic than traditional methods, like
chemotherapy, Warren noted.

Warren expects cytotechsl roles will
'expand to incorporate.

diseases;

some patholbgy
assistant tasks and skills into their reper_
toires, which could include anything from
specimen collection in the non_gynecologic
realm (e.g., fine needle aspirations) to the,
triage of these specimens for initial patho_
Iogic workup. "Our role may expand from

or

E

career- and student-focused features. .
ADVANCE also welcomes letters to the
editoL games (e.g., word searches and
jumbles) and guest editorials.

Preparing the Manuscript

Most articles should be approximately ,l,000
words long, depending on the subject,
submitted via e-mail as a Word doctrment. lllustrations, photos and charts are
encouraged to complement the article. All
accompanying materials should be labeled
to provide appropriate originator credit.
Suggested captions are reqgired.
Degrees and accreditations, professiona
titles and current position should be in_
cluded. All statements based on publishing
findings should be referenced appropri_
ately. References should be listed numeri_
cally within the text and at the end of the
.article. Articles not meeting submission
criteria will be returned for reformattinq at
the Editor's discretion.

being able to only render statements of adequacy on these specimeng,, she said.

Dr. Pijuan{hompson agreed,

noting
she sees increased roles for cytotechs in
performing and interpreting molecular
tests such as fluorescence in situ hybrid_
ization that utilize cytomorphologic skills.

I

"I look forrvard to the opportunities we
now have to redefine the profession and
what we do," she related. E
Kerri Hatt (khatt@adztanceweb.com) is manag_
ing editor o/ADVANCE.

Send submissions

to: Matthew

T. patton_

Editor (mpatton@advanceweb.com).
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